This 1850’s friendship quilt from Philadelphia is the Nineth in a Series of reproduction quilts featuring the Howard Marcus Collection. The series includes antique quilts from across America.

This friendship quilt is believed to be a wedding or anniversary quilt.

With a cheerful red and cream color palette and fine applique work, this quilt was made with love and friendship for a happy occasion. The center of each block is signed in a beautiful script further indicating the quilter’s desire to create her very finest work.

Many of the signatures are from members of the same family. It is our hope that you, too, will create a friendship quilt for the special loved ones in your life.
Supporting the Cause...

Feeding America

“Whose mission is to feed America’s hungry through a nationwide network of member food banks and engage our country in the fight to end hunger.”

KIT 46120 Collection – Friendship Kit includes precut sashing strips and applique squares. Size: 78” x 78” PS46120
**Delivery: March, 2012**

Asst. 46120-15 – 15 Yards of Each  
Asst. 46120-12 – 12 Yards of Each  
Asst. 46120-10 – 10 Yards of Each  
Asst. 46120-10H – 10 Yards of 20 Skus

46120AB – Bundle: 40 Skus - 18” x 22”  
46120FB – Bundle: 40 Skus - Mn. 2  
46120JR – Jellyroll (40) 2 ½”x45” Strips - PK 4  
46120LC – Layer Cake (42) 10”x10” Squares - PK 4  
46120PP – (42) 5”x5” Squares - PK 12  
46120PS – Project Sheets - PK 25  
46120KIT – Quilt Kit – includes fabrics for top & binding and pattern

---

**Skus:** 41 Prints  
44"-45" 100% Cotton

---

**moda**

---

* Part of Half Assortment